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How to Adjust the Roller Sensors 
 

Purpose 
This guide shows how to adjust the roller sensors on the Sci-Print VX2/VXL. If the roller 
fails to grip a tube after attempting, or roller has the tube but software displays error 
stating the tube is not in the roller, you may need to adjust the roller sensors. Please 
follow the steps below to properly adjust the roller sensors on the VX2/VXL.  
 

Who Should Use This Troubleshooting Guide? 
Technicians 
 

Instructions 
1. Turn off the air supply to the unit, but leave the power on. 

2. Position the unit so that the roller can extend past the edge of its table 

when extended to its farthest travel. 

3. Switch the run selector off of run, by pushing in and turning so that 

“RUN” is no longer showing on top. 

 
4. Pull the roller assembly out over the edge of the table. 
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5. Remove the top 2 screws holding the housing using a 2mm allen wrench 

 
6. Remove the 2 screws on the underside of the roller assembly using a 

2mm Allen wrench. 
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7. Now gently pull the housing down and off, then set aside. 

8. Pull the clamp roller open as far as it will go and adjust the top sensor 

using a very small flat head screw driver, so that the light comes on only 

when it is at its farthest open. *note* the light should go off as soon as 

the clamp roller moves towards the red urethane roller. 

9. Push the Clamp roller closed and adjust the bottom sensor using a very 

small flat head screw driver, so that the light comes on only when the 

clamp roller is touching the red urethane roller.*note* the light should go 

off as soon as the clamp roller separates from the red urethane roller. 
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